Hello newsletter subscribers,
A warm welcome to the June 2014 edition of the MULTIPLEX newsletter.

MULTIPLEX software update

PROFI TX with integrated speech output

A new software version V2.11 for the PROFI TX is available with immediate effect. Any existing PROFI TX transmitter can be updated at no charge using MULTIPLEX Launcher.

You can bring your own PROFI TX up to the latest state of development here. Among the new features are:

- Programmable speech output in three languages (German, French, English)
- 500 different words, numbers and complete sentences.
- Unrestricted choice of transmitter control for speech output volume
- Four Magic Switches (formerly two)
- Display of Min and Max telemetry values by pressing the ENTER button

Instructions for the V2.11 software update in PDF form are available here.

New MULTIPLEX products - available in model shops right now!
LIMITED EDITION: COCKPIT SX 7 - Carbon Silver

This appealingly elegant hand-held transmitter is available right now in a limited-edition finish. The transmitter also features a permanent upgrade in the form of PROFI TX stick units.

COCKPIT SX 7 Carbon Silver transmitter alone # 45 133 219.90 €*
COCKPIT SX 7 Carbon Silver Telemetry set # 25 143 299.90 €*

Magazine reviews

PROFI TX
“The overall concept ... combines the best of both worlds, and the transmitter also boasts countless new and innovatory features. Viewed overall, the transmitter gives an impression of very high quality and excellent workmanship ..."  
The PROFI TX transmitter series from MULTIPLEX continues the success story of high-quality radio control systems from the MULTIPLEX stable. Touted as the successor to a legend, the PROFI TX is claimed to carry on where its predecessors left off. This assertion is fully justified, and the transmitter is a proud successor. The unit certainly reflects the very latest developments, gives the user great freedom in programming, and - not least - is designed to allow future expansion at any time. Considered in this light, the PROFI TX must also count as a good investment for the future.”
Video: www.youtube.com/watch
SHARK
"The Shark is great fun to fly, and is a genuine all-rounder with its conventional undercarriage and floats. An innovative design at a fair price, with many good detail features."
Video: www.youtube.com/watch

RC Modellscout

TUCAN RETRACTABLE UNDERCARRIAGE
"... a retract system which can safely be recommended (...) It works fine, and I really enjoy flying the model with it"
Video: www.test.modellpilot.eu/testbericht-modellflug-modellfliegenmodellflugzeug-flugzeug/elektromotorflugzeug/tucan-multiplex/Modellpilot.EU

Great successes for MULTIPLEX and HiTEC team pilots

Florian Vogelmann wins with the PROFI TX

The glider season got under way with the first regional DMFV contest for aerobatics, held at Brackenheim. Flying his new model - a Solofox spanning 5.60 m - Florian Vogelmann took first place, naturally using his new Profi TX 16. As is evident from the pictures, this was a successful weekend for MPX, since Ulf Reichmann also managed to find his way onto the podium.

Florian’s equipment: transmitter: PROFI TX 16 M-LINK 2.4 GHz; receiver: RX-16-DR pro M-LINK, temperature and voltage sensors, Hitec 7990 servos

More wins for Winfried Ott

During the first round of the German Championships for I.C. powered racing
boats, held at Hagenwerder near Görlitz, the Ott family duo managed their best day ever, taking four victory certificates home with them.

Winfried:
1st place FSR-V 3.5 cc, Seniors, Royal SX 16, M-Link and Hitec servos
1st place FSR-V 7.5 cc, Seniors, Royal SX 16, M-Link and Hitec servos

Winfried exploited MULTIPLEX telemetry to fine-tune his boat’s working systems very accurately. He uses rev-count, GPS and temperature sensors.

Winfried’s equipment:
Transmitter: MULTIPLEX ROYAL SX 16 M-LINK 2.4 GHz; receiver: RX-9 M-LINK 2.4 GHz; sensors: GPS, rev-count (magnetic), temperature; servos: HiTEC

Giuliano:
1st place FSR-V 3.5, Juniors, Hitec Aurora 9X and Hitec servos
1st place FSR-V 15, Juniors, Hitec Aurora 9X and Hitec servos
3rd place FSR-V 7.5 cc, Juniors, Hitec Aurora 9X and Hitec servos

Giuliano’s equipment:
Transmitter: HiTEC Aurora 9X; telemetry: GPS; servos: HiTEC

**Matthias Freitag continues his winning run with the ROYAL!**

This year’s F3K D-tour has the makings of an epic competition. In Duisburg last weekend forty pilots were at the start-line once more, and Matthias - our F3K junior team world champion - again succeeded in taking the youth trophy flying his YASAL from Solinske Modelltechnik. His RC equipment: ROYALpro M-LINK 2.4 GHz; receiver: RX-7 M-LINK 2.4 GHz, servos: HS 35

**Our warmest congratulations!**
**MULTIPLEX M-LINK and HITEC: proven systems for winners!**

* Recommended Retail Price in € incl. VAT
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